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Abstract: It is worldwide known that the most common type of cancer among women is breast
cancer. Traditional procedures involve surgery, chemotherapy and radiation therapy; however, these
treatments are invasive and have serious side effects. For this reason, minimally invasive thermal
treatments like microwave ablation are being considered. In this study, thermal behavior of three
types of slot-coaxial antennas for breast cancer microwave ablation is presented. By using finite
element method (FEM), all antennas were modeled to estimate the heat transfer in breast tumor tissue
surrounded by healthy breast tissue. Experimentation was carried out by using the antennas inserted
inside sphere-shaped-tumor phantoms with two different diameters, 1.0 and 1.5 cm. A microwave
radiation system was used to apply microwave energy to each designed antenna, which were located
into the phantom. A non-interfering thermometry system was used to measure the temperature
increase during the experimentation. Temperature increases, recorded by the thermal sensors placed
inside the tumor phantom surrounded by healthy breast phantom, were used to validate the FEM
models. The results conclude that, in all the cases, after 240 s, the three types of coaxial slot antenna
reached the temperature needed produce hyperthermia of the tumor volume considered in this paper.

Keywords: microwave ablation; slot-coaxial antennas; finite element method; phantom

1. Introduction

Worldwide, the most frequent type of cancer in women is breast cancer. In 2016, 1.685 million
new cases were diagnosed and 595,690 deaths were reported [1,2]. Conventional treatments for breast
cancer, such as surgery (mastectomy, lumpectomy), chemotherapy and radiation therapy, are invasive;
moreover, they generated side-effects. For this reason, less invasive treatments like microwave thermal
ablation (MWA) have been researched [3–5]. Thermal therapies have several benefits compared
with conventional treatments. Those therapies may be applied with local anesthesia and done in an
ambulatory hospital; minimally invasive techniques involve incisions of nearly 3 mm, which may
accelerate the recovery time [6,7], so these techniques are less aggressive to the contour of the breast.
Hyperthermia is a thermal cancer treatment used to potentiate the effects of conventional therapies,
such as radiotherapy and chemotherapy. The most important condition for the use of this therapy is
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that temperature is locally increased in malignant tissue and that temperature is maintained above
41 ◦C, while surrounding healthy tissues remain at lower temperatures. For the hyperthermia concept,
it is necessary to distinguish between hyperthermia (when temperature is between 41 and 45 ◦C) [8,9]
and thermal ablation (when temperature exceeds 60 ◦C [10]). When the tissue temperature is above
41◦C, normal cellular processes become deactivated in a dose-dependent manner, which eventually
may result in the death of cells. In thermal ablation, tissues show areas of extensive necrosis [11].

Microwave ablation (MWA) is a promising alternative for breast cancer treatment. MWA is a
local treatment for first-stage tumors and may also increase the effect of some cancer drugs [12,13].
Microwave energy radiated by a coaxial antenna induces heat in tumor tissue with minimal damage to
surrounding tissue, due to differences in electric properties between healthy and tumor breast tissue.

MWA’s benefits are higher constant tumor temperatures, faster ablation times and the opportunity
to apply multiple probes at the same time. MWA does not require grounding pads on the patient,
which can result in skin burns. MWA creates more consistent and larger ablation zones than other
ablative therapies [14–16]. Microwave ablation treatment of breast cancer is an encouraging treatment
because of the difference in the tissue properties. Breast tumors are mostly surrounded by fat and the
differences between electrical and thermal properties in fat and tumor tissues are significant; the latter
may cause localized heat in the tumor.

A key element in MWA treatment is the antenna that turns electrical power into heat power.
Researchers have been developing innovative antennas to treat tumors efficiently, based on minimally
invasive micro-coaxial antennas [17–19], which can deliver a precise amount of microwave power.
According to their physical characteristics, microwave antennas can be categorized as monopole,
dipole, slot or choke [20].

Some proposed antennas have been successful for the treatment of malignant tumors. For example,
a double-slot antenna with a high specific absorption rate (SAR) focalization was designed for
Saito et al. [21]; this antenna was used in a preliminary clinical trial on a female patient with a gingival
carcinoma on her right shoulder. Another common antenna, the cap-choke [22,23], has demonstrated
to be an efficient applicator for tumor MWA. This design produced a high SAR near its distal tip [24,25].
Jiao et al. [26] presented a homogeneous temperature distribution in tumors using a coaxial-slot antenna.
During clinical MWA treatment, it is necessary to control tissue temperature and ablation dimensions
in tumors and surrounding tissue; therefore, modeling this treatment helps to plan ablation treatment.

Micro-coaxial slot antennas were chosen for this study because their construction is easy and they
are very suitable for microwave ablation treatment because of their low cost and dimensions (2.5 mm
of diameter). The outer and central conductors of the antennas are connected at the distal tip of the
antenna. The slot from which the radiation comes out is a 1-mm ring around the outer conductor.

Microwave ablation treatment for breast cancer has been investigated in recent years at the
Electromagnetic and Ultrasound Radiation Laboratory (LAREMUS) of the CINVESTAV in the
Bioelectronic section of the Department of Electrical Engineering. In 2010, the computational model of
a one-slot coaxial applicator for its application in the treatment of cancer was designed, constructed
and validated; the validation of the computational model was performed by using ex vivo pig tissue
and tissue emulators [27]. Later, in 2012, the design was modified from using a single-slot to a two-slot
applicator. The applicators were fabricated and then the computational model of the antenna behavior
was performed; experimentations in breast phantom were carried out, verifying that there were better
results when using the new design regarding the coupling and the temperatures reached in the tested
tissues [28]. This applicator was optimized in 2015 by using an algorithm which allowed finding the
ideal geometry to improve the coupling with the medium. The first tests were carried out by using
breast cancer cells which underwent different MWA protocols in vitro, to determine their effectiveness
by eliminating such cells; encouraging results were obtained and the first approach to delineate MWA
therapy as a possible treatment against breast cancer was established [29]. In 2016, an applicator
was designed, with one slot but with dimensions of 1.5 mm in diameter, a smaller diameter than the
previous designs. This applicator was tested in murine models, obtaining very promising results [30].
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At the same time, slot antennas with different diameters have been proposed to carry out simulations
with the surrounding tissues (multilayer models): adipose tissue, connective, glandular and tumor
tissue [31]. In 2018, the double “short distance” was validated and the feasibility of using this method
in clinical treatment was studied by testing in swine breast in vivo experimentation [32].

In this study, three types of antenna were analyzed: one single coaxial slot antenna and two
types of double coaxial slot antennas. The difference between the double coaxial slot antennas is the
slot spacing length; the double slot coaxial antenna has a 0.25 λeff (4.05 mm) slot distance. The other
antenna, from now on referred to as a double “short distance” slot antenna, has a slot spacing length of
0.4 mm (0.025 λeff). The finite element method (FEM) was used to calculate the heat transfer inside the
tumor tissue surrounded by healthy breast tissue for each type of antenna. To validate the theoretical
results, experimentation was carried out by irradiating a sphere-shaped tumor phantom surrounded
by breast phantom with the antennas. Microwave ablation treatment is pretended to be used at breast
cancer first stages (stage 1: tumors less than 2 cm), consequently, tumor phantoms of 1.0 and 1.5 cm in
diameter were tested. The microwave radiation system was used to apply microwave energy into
the phantom, and a non-electromagnetic interfering thermometry system was used to measure the
increase in temperature during the experimentation. The coaxial slot antenna was inserted into the
phantom and 10 W microwave emission was applied during 240 s. The phantom temperature was
measured with fiber-optic thermal probes every second.

The aim of this manuscript is to make a comparison of three different microcoaxial antenna
geometries, which has not been done before, in order to evaluate the antenna thermal behavior,
in terms of shape and distribution of temperature, when applied in breast tumor phantoms of
different dimensions. In this paper we use computational methods, FEM, and we carried out tests
in tissue simulators (phantoms). The results in this paper could help physicians to more accurately
determine which antenna could be used in clinical treatment according to the tumor’s dimension and
characteristics. It is important to mention that there are no studies in the literature that report this
comparison between different kinds of antennas.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Antenna Design

In the last 10 years, our research group has been working on the development of micro-coaxial
antennas to treat breast cancer [28–33]. Recently, a new double “short distance” antenna was developed
and tested [32]. However, in order to make a complete evaluation and analysis of the performance of
the two most-used antennas and the new double “short distance” antenna, a new study was carried out.
Therefore, single, double and double “short distance” slot antennas were modeled and constructed
to be evaluated. They were built using a semi-rigid coaxial cable (UT-085). To avoid the antenna
adhesion to the ablated tissue, the antennas were placed inside a PTFE catheter [33]. One millimeter
slots allow microwave propagation into the tissue. The slot distance was calculated based on the
effective wavelength in breast cancer tissue at 2.45 GHz, by using Equation (1)

λe f f =
c

f
√
εr

(1)

where c is the free space speed of light (m/s), f is the operating frequency (2.45 GHz), and εr = 57 is the
relative permittivity of the breast cancer tissue at 2.45 GHz.

The diameters of the antennas, based on a semi-rigid, micro-coaxial commercial cable, were:
0.51 mm for the central conductor, 1.6 mm for the dielectric, 2.20 mm for the outer conductor, and
2.58 mm for the catheter; the antennas have a length of 11 cm and a 1 mm length slot. All the antennas
were previously modeled and optimized [28–33]. In the case of the single slot antenna, the slot is
located at 3.69 mm from the distal section, as described in Figure 1a. The SWR of this antenna, when
healthy and breast tumor tissues were irradiated, was 2.9 according to the design [34]. For the double
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slot antenna, the slots are placed at 6 and 11 mm from the distal section. According to Equation (1), the
slot spacing length corresponds to 0.25 λeff = 4.05 mm. Figure 1b depicts the double coaxial antenna
design. In the case of the applicator inserted in the tumor tissue surrounded by breast tissue, it had an
SWR of 1.85, calculated at 2.45 GHz, while the simulated SWR was 2.94 for the antenna surrounded
by tumor tissue [35]. Finally, the design of the double short-distance slot antenna was optimized
by a parametric study. In this case, the location of the slots was modified. To optimize the antenna
performance, the first slot was located 2 mm from the distal tip of the antenna, while the second one
was located 7 mm from the antenna tip. To obtain the best antenna design, several models, where the
slot’s location was modified from the initial values up to 14 mm from the antenna tip, were evaluated.
The study was implemented with increments of 1 mm. In order to choose the best antenna design,
the standing wave ratio (SWR) was calculated [32]. This modeling evaluation shows that the slots of
the double “short distance” slots antenna must be located at 5.5 and 6.9 mm from the distal section.
According to Equation (1), the slot spacing length corresponds to 0.025 λeff = 0.40 mm. By using
this antenna, an SWR of 1.07 was obtained; Figure 1c illustrates the double coaxial antenna design.
The three designed antennas showed an SWR that is adequate to treat breast tumors.
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Figure 1. Coaxial Slot Antennas. (a) Single slot antenna; (b) Double slot antenna; (c) Double
“short-distance” slot antenna.

2.2. Computational Model

Although several numerical techniques have been widely used in order to model different
biological phenomena, the finite element method (FEM) is one of the most commonly used. The main
advantage of developing models with the FEM instead of some other methods, such as the finite
difference time domain method (FDTD), is that more complex geometry systems can be generated,
which means that adaptable meshes can be implemented [36]. Moreover, its hard-mathematical
formulation allows for solving complex models with a high degree of accuracy. Although the FDTD
method can be considered a feasible way to model the wave propagation through different mediums,
it needs a lot of computational resources, especially in the design process [35,37,38]. The finite
element method (FEM) is a numerical technique that can be formulated as a functional minimization.
This method divides a complex geometry into small elements, resulting in a system of partial differential
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equations, calculated at nodes or edges, to solve Maxwell equations. To implement the correct model,
tissue properties and the appropriate initial and boundary conditions must be known [39].

The electromagnetic wave propagating inside the coaxial cable is described by the transverse
electromagnetic fields (TEM). The wave propagation behavior is described by Equations (2)–(4) [40]

E = er
C
r

e j(ωt−kn), (2)

H = eϕ
C
rR

e j(ωt−kn), (3)

Pav = ezπ
C2

R
ln

( rinner
router

)
, (4)

where n is the propagation way, and r, ϕ, and z are cylindrical coordinates of the coaxial cable. Pav is
the averaged power flow, R is the dielectric cable impedance, while router and rinner are the radio for
outer and inner conductor, ω is the angular frequency and k is related to the wavelength in the medium
(λ), related to operation frequency, as shown in Equation (5)

k =
2π
λ

(5)

To implement the FEM model of an antenna, we consider that the current source (Jimp) that excited
the antenna irradiates an electromagnetic field that is modified by the antenna body. Therefore, the
objective of using FEM modeling in the design of an antenna is to predict the antenna performance.
The equations that govern this behavior are Maxwell’s equations, described as [41]

∇× E = − jω
↔
µ ·H−Mimp, (6)

∇×H = − jω
↔
ε ·E− Jimp, (7)

∇·

(
↔
ε ·E

)
= −

1
jω
∇·Jimp, (8)

∇·

(
↔
µ ·H

)
= −

1
jω
∇·Mimp, (9)

where Mimp is the magnetic current density, and
↔
ε and

↔
µ are the permittivity and permeability of the

materials where the antenna is embedded. To solve these equations, the boundary condition described
by (6) must be considered

n× E = 0 r ∈ SPEC, (10)

where SPEC is the perfect electrically conducting (PEC) surface of the antenna. Moreover, the electric
and magnetic field must satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition at the infinity, Equation (11)

lim
r→∞

r [∇×
(

E
H

)
+ jk0r̂×

(
E
H

)
] = 0, (11)

where k0 is the free space wavenumber. Equations (6)–(11) can hardly be analytically solved; however,
they can be easily solved by using the finite element method. It is important to remark that, because
the antenna irradiates an EM field to the infinity, the problem does not have limits in the solution space.
However, by using the finite element method, the solution space can be limited as a finite space (S0).
In order to describe the electromagnetic propagation over this finite space, a new boundary condition
must be applied. In this case, the boundary must be completely transparent; therefore, the radiated
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EM field can go through the space without any reflection. In order to approximate this, the boundary
condition, described by (12), is applied

n̂×∇×
(

E
H

)
+ jk0n̂× n̂×

(
E
H

)
≈ 0 r ∈ S0 (12)

where n̂ is the unit vector normal to S0, pointing toward the exterior space. This boundary condition is
well-known as the first-order absorbing boundary condition. In order to obtain a feasible model, S0

must be defined at least on a half-wavelength away from the antenna. By solving this EM problem in
terms of the electric field, and by doing all the mathematical procedures, we can obtain Equation (13)

t
V [(∇× T)·

↔
µr
−1
·(∇× E) − k2

0T·
↔
ε r·E]dV

=S0∪SPEC n̂·[T× (
↔
µr
−1
·∇ × E)]dS

−
t

v T·[ jk0Z0Jimp +∇× (
↔
µr
−1
·Mimp)]dV

(13)

where
↔
µr =

↔
µ
µ0

and
↔
ε r =

↔
ε
ε0

are the relative permeability and permittivity tensors, respectively,

k0 = ω
√
µ0ε0 is the free space wavenumber and Z0 =

√
µ0
ε0

is the intrinsic impedance, V is the volume
enclosed by S0 and T is a testing function.

On the other hand, through the application of the first-order absorbing boundary condition,
Equation (10) described the EM problem.

t
V [(∇× T)·

↔
µr
−1
·(∇× E) − k2

0T·
↔
ε r·E]dV

=SPEC (n̂·T) ×
↔
µr
−1
·(∇× E)dS

− jk0 S0(n̂·T) × (n̂·E)dS

−
t

v T·[ jk0Z0Jimp +∇× (
↔
µr
−1
·Mimp)]dV

(14)

To find the numerical solution to this equation, the entire volume V must be divided in small
finite elements.

In this specific case, a 2D axisymmetric models of the three types of antennas inserted in tumor
breast tissue surrounded by healthy tissue were generated in COMSOL Multiphysics (5.0), which is
a software based on the finite element method. Two different diameters (1.0 and 1.5 cm) of tumor
breast tissue were placed around the slot antenna. These tumor models were embedded in healthy
tissue (2.0 × 11.0 cm). The transverse electromagnetic fields (TEM) define the electromagnetic wave
propagating in the coaxial cable, used to design the micro-coaxial antennas.

On the other hand, it is well-known that the heat generated by the antennas over the tissues
is defined mainly by the electric field generated by the antennas and the tissue properties as
Equation (15) describes

Qext =
1
2

Re[(σ− jωε)E·E∗] (15)

where σ and ε are tissue conductivity and permittivity, respectively, ω is the angular frequency, and E
the electric field generated by the antennas.

The behavior of interstitial antennas is evaluated by means of the reflection coefficient and the
generated SAR pattern over the tissue [34,42]. However, microwave (MW) radiation and tissue thermal
conduction cause the increase in tissue temperature (see Equation (15)). The Pennes Bioheat equation
explains the thermal effects during the MWA. This equation explains the stationary heat transfer model
presented by Equation (16)

∇·(−k∇T) = ρbCbωb(Tb − T) + Qmet + Qext, (16)
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where k is the tissue thermal conductivity (W/(mK)), ρb represents the blood density (kg/m3), Cb is the
blood specific heat capacity (J/(kgK)), andωb symbolizes the blood perfusion rate (1/s). Additionally,
Qmet and Qext are metabolism heat source and source of external heat (W/m3), respectively. In these
models, the metabolism heat source and perfusion were neglected because none of them are emulated
in phantoms or in the computational model.

In order to reject a numerical error, the perfect electric conductor boundary conditions were used
to model the internal and external conductors of the antennas. A coaxial port boundary condition was
used in order to feed each antenna with 10 W of input power, while the healthy tissue boundaries
were assigned as scattering boundary conditions to avoid reflections. Moreover, the initial tissue
temperature was 25 ◦C.

Electric and thermal tissue properties (healthy and tumor breast) are shown in Table 1, as well as
blood parameters, relative permittivity for the dielectric of the antenna and for the catheter, microwave
frequency, and input power used for the FEM models [35]. Tissues’ dielectric properties at 2.45 GHz
were obtained from [43]. It is important to mention that the temperature dependence of dielectric
properties is neglected in the models, as this is a first approximation, and in order to simplify the
model and save computation resources. Much more complex models can be carried out by considering
the temperature dependence of dielectric properties and other parameters, such as metabolism and
blood flow, but this is not the aim of this study. All the implemented models had a typical mesh with
15,983 triangular elements and the maximum element size is 0.15 mm.

Table 1. Tissue and antenna parameters used in the finite element method (FEM) model.

Parameter Value

Breast Electric Conductivity 0.14 S/m
Breast Relative Permittivity 5.14

Breast Thermal Conductivity 0.42 W/Mk
Breast Density 1020.00 Kg/m3

Tumor Electric Conductivity 3.00 S/m
Tumor Relative Permittivity 57.00

Tumor Thermal Conductivity 0.50 W/mK
Tumor Density 1041.00 Kg/m3

Blood Density 1000 Kg/m3

Blood Specific Heat 3639 J/(Kg K)
Blood Perfusion Rate 0.0036 1/s
Blood Temperature 37 ◦C

Dielectric Relative Permittivity 2.03
Catheter Relative Permittivity 2.60

Microwave Frequency 2.45 GHz
Input Microwave Power 10 W

2.3. Phantom Preparation

The tumor breast phantom was prepared by dissolving, in the appropriate concentrations, NaCl,
ethanol, and agarose in tri-distilled water. The amount of NaCl modifies conductivity values; the
amount of ethanol modifies permittivity values and agarose gives the tumor phantom the appropriate
solidity. Then the mixture was solidified inside balloons of 1.0 and 1.5 cm diameter to obtain three
sphere-shaped tumor phantoms for each size. The healthy breast phantom was prepared by mixing
detergent, oil, and agarose in tri-distiller water. The amount of oil modifies permittivity; detergent
allows for mixing oil and water and it also modifies the breast phantom conductivity; finally, agarose
gives solidity to the phantom. Six glasses were half-filled with the mixture; they were left at room
temperature to solidify. After the solidification, the sphere-shaped tumor phantom was located in
the center of the healthy phantom, and then each glass was filled with a healthy breast phantom
mixture [44–46].
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Electric properties were measured for the tumor and the healthy breast phantom to compare them
with real human tissue [43] using the Hewlett Packard dielectric probe kit (85070C). The kit consists of
a permittivity sensor and its software, which works with an Agilent Technologies network analyzer.
Equation (17) [43] was used to obtain the electrical conductivity of the phantom using real (ε) and
imaginary (ε”) permittivity provided by the dielectric probe kit.

σ = ε′′ε0ω (17)

According to the literature [46], at 2.45 GHz microwave frequency, tumor permittivity is close to
60 and conductivity is 2.5 S/m; for the elaborated tumor phantom, the measured permittivity is 55.88
and the measured conductivity is 2.88 S/m. Healthy breast tissue dielectric properties at the same
frequency as the literature are: permittivity 5.14 and conductivity 0.14 S/m. For our breast phantom,
the measured permittivity is 4.44 and the measured conductivity is 0.13 S/m.

2.4. Experimental Measurements

Radiation and non-interfering thermometry systems are part of the experimental setup. Microwave
power was supplied by the radiation system to generate microwave ablation and the thermometry
system measured the phantom temperature rise achieved during the experiment.

In order to localize the tumor phantom inside the healthy breast phantom, an image-guided
ultrasound system Hitachi Aloka Medical Systems (Prosound 6) was used. A total of 10 W of input
power was applied to the MW antenna (2.45 GHz) during 240 s. The radiation system used an
Aethercomm power amplifier (SSPA1.0–2.5–50W) and a Rohde and Schwarz microwave generator
(SML03 2.45 GHz).

During experiments (antenna inserted over the phantom), the standing wave ratio (SWR) was
measured by using the Agilent Technologies network analyzer. The Amplifier Research power meter
(PM2002) monitored reflection and transmission power levels. To get the minimum reflected power
and the maximal incident power, a stub was used. The stub was placed halfway between the power
amplifier and the antenna.

According to [47], fiber optic sensors present advantages including their small size and low
cost. In contrast to electrical measurements, where the difference of two absolute potentials must be
measured, and fiber optics are self-contained and do not require an external reference signal. Because
the signal is optical, there is no electrical risk to the patient, and there is no direct interference from
surrounding electric or magnetic fields. Kapranov and Kouzaev [48] justified that IR and fiber optic
sensors may be more reliable measurements at powers of 10W. For this the reason, a non-interfering
thermometry system that comprises four Luxtron fiber-optic thermal probes, a fluoroptic thermometer
(M3300) was used to measure the real-time temperature during the microwave ablation (MWA)
experiments. Temperature data were stored every second. Fiber-optic thermal probes do not interfere
with microwave radiation. These sensors were Luxtron STB MAR05 and they were placed inside
glass capillaries to ensure their position, placed by the side of the slot antenna, in each experimental
run. Figure 2 depicts a scheme of the experimental setup; it comprises the radiation and thermometry
systems, and ultrasound image equipment to localize the tumor phantom inside the healthy breast
phantom. Four thermal probes were inserted inside the phantom along the side of the antenna, as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Phantom Experimental Setup. The radiation system supplied the microwave power to
generate thermal ablation, while the non-interfering thermometry system measured the temperature
increases inside the phantom every second during the experimentation.

3. Results

FEM models and antenna behavior in phantom experimentation were compared. A total of 10 W
input power were applied for 4 min. Each analyzed antenna was inserted at the midpoint of the
tumor phantom.

3.1. FEM Thermal Distributions Results

Figure 3 shows the temperature distribution in tumor tissue surrounded by breast tissue generated
by each of the three types of micro-coaxial slot antennas (single, double and double “short distance”).
According to these results, antenna geometry and tumor dimension modify the thermal pattern.
Figure 3a,b show thermal distribution using the single slot antenna inside a 1.0 cm and 1.5 diameter
sphere-shaped tumor. For a 1 cm tumor, the ablation area (above 60 ◦C) was 197.92 mm2 (radius
of 7.94 mm), while for a 1.5 cm tumor, the area was 238.76 mm2 (radius of 8.74 mm). Figure 3c,d
show the thermal distribution obtained with the double slot antenna in 1.0 and 1.5 cm diameter
tumors, respectively. The ablated areas (tissue over 60◦C) were 371.10 mm2 (radius of 10.87 mm) and
244.73 mm2 (radius of 8.82 mm), respectively. Finally, Figure 3e,f show heat distribution using the
double “short distance” slot antenna inside 1.0 and 1.5 cm diameter tumor phantoms, respectively.
The ablated heated area corresponds to 160.69 mm2 (radius of 7.15 mm) and 232.47 mm2 (radius
of 8.60 mm). As can be seen for all cases, the ablation temperature was reached in the tumor area.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the tissue damage of each antenna presents different shapes, even when the
dimensions of the tumor tissue change (1 and 1.5 cm). This would provide an alternative to performing
thermal treatments focused on the dimensions and shape of the tumor to be treated.
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Figure 3. Thermal distributions obtained over tumor tissue surrounded by healthy breast tissue
generated by the 2D axisymmetric FEM model. (a) Single slot antenna inserted in a 1.0 cm diameter
tumor, (b) Single slot antenna inserted in a 1.5 cm diameter tumor phantom, (c) Double slot antenna
inserted in a 1.0 cm diameter tumor, (d) Double slot antenna inserted in a 1.5 cm diameter tumor
phantom, (e) Double “short distance” slot antenna inserted in a 1.0 cm diameter tumor and (f) Double
“short distance” slot antenna inserted in a 1.5 cm diameter tumor phantom.

3.2. Experimental Results: SWR Measurements.

The SWR measurements were carried out by using the single, double and double “short distance”
antennas inserted in a tumor phantom surrounded by healthy tissue. Table 2 shows the SWR measured
for each antenna. SWR is a parameter that describes impedance-matching between the antenna and
the transmission line. SWR is always a real and positive number for antennas, in this case, coaxial
slot antennas. The smaller the SWR is, the better the antenna is matched to the transmission line and
the more power is delivered to the antenna. The ideal value of SWR is 1.0; in this case, no power is
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reflected from the antenna, which is ideal. Measurements made for the antennas show that the best
result was found for the double “short distance” slot antenna with an SWR = 1.07.

Table 2. Coaxial slot antenna standing wave ratio (SWR) measurements.

Antenna SWR

Single Slot 2.89
Double Slot 1.84

Double “Short Distance” Slot 1.07

3.3. Temperature Profiles

A comparison between the temperature increments measured during the phantom experimentation
and those calculated by the FEM models is shown in Figure 4a–f. The four thermal sensors were
placed alongside the slots. Sensor 1 was located at the slot antenna (single slot antenna) and in the
middle of the distance between the two slots (double and double “short distance” slot antenna),
sensor 2 was situated at 0.5 cm to sensor 1, sensor 3 and 4 were located at 1.0 and 1.5 cm from the
antenna slot, respectively. As can be observed, there are differences in temperature increments for
model and phantom experimentation. The smallest differences were found for the double slot antenna
inserted in a 1.0 cm diameter phantom (Figure 4c); however, temperature increase was less than the
one achieved in the other cases. For a 1 cm tumor, using the three types of antennas (Figure 4a,c,d),
sensor 2 presented a higher temperature behavior in phantom experimentation than in the FEM model.
The single slot antenna inserted in the tumor of 1.5 cm diameter (Figure 4b) showed the highest
temperature reached in the sensor placed in the slot of the antenna (sensor 1) for both cases: FEM
model and experimentation. Figure 4d shows the temperature profiles for double slot antenna inside a
1.5 cm diameter tumor. In this case, sensor 2 reached the highest temperature for the FEM model and
phantom experimentation.

Table 3 presents the maximum temperatures measured by the four thermal sensors alongside the
slot antenna for single, double and double “short distance” slot antennas inside the sphere-shaped
tumor phantoms surrounded by the breast tissue. The tumor phantom was analyzed at two different
diameter dimensions, 1.0 and 1.5 cm. The initial temperature was set at 25 ◦C and the temperature
increases achieved for the computational model in sensor 1 were from 83.13 ◦C (∆T 58.13 ◦C for double
slot antenna inside the tumor of 1.0 cm) to 115.87 ◦C (∆T 90.87 ◦C for single slot antenna inside the
tumor of 1.5 cm) for FEM model and from 74.67 ◦C (∆T 49.67 ◦C for double slot antenna inside the
tumor of 1.5 cm) to 94.87 ◦C (∆T 69.87 ◦C for single slot antenna inside the tumor of 1.5 cm) for phantom
experimentation. It should be noted that the temperature increases achieved in sensor 4 (further from
the antenna) were from 35.32 ◦C (∆T 10.32 ◦C for single slot antenna inside the tumor of 1.0 cm) to
36.33 ◦C (∆T 11.33 ◦C for double “short distance” slot antenna inside the tumor of 1.5 cm) for FEM
model and from 29.72 ◦C (∆T 4.72 ◦C for single slot antenna inside the tumor of 1.0 cm) to 33.73 ◦C
(∆T 8.73 ◦C for double slot antenna inside the tumor of 1.0 cm) for phantom experimentation. If body
temperature is considered, the ∆T reached in sensor 4 were within the range of hyperthermia, so they
would also cause a thermal effect in tissues.
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Figure 4. Temperature distribution comparison in tumor tissue surrounded by breast tissue obtained
from Phantom Experimentation and the FEM Model. Temperature comparison in thermal sensors were
located alongside the slot antenna, the solid lines represent the FEM model results, while the dotted
lines represents the experimental results during 240 s at 10 W of power. (a) Single slot antenna inside
the 1.0 cm diameter tumor, (b) Single slot antenna inside the 1.5 cm-diameter tumor, (c) Double slot
antenna inside the 1.0 cm diameter tumor, (d) Double slot antenna inside the 1.5 cm diameter tumor, (e)
Double “short distance” slot antenna inside the 1.0 cm diameter tumor and (f) Double “short distance”
slot antenna inside the 1.5 cm diameter tumor.

Table 3. Maximum temperature in thermal sensors alongside the antenna for single, double and double
“short distance” slot antennas in tumor phantom surrounded by breast tissue: computational model
and phantom experimentation results (T1, T2, T3, and T4 were the thermal sensors placed at 0.0, 0.5, 1.0
and 1.5 cm from the antenna slot, respectively).

Tumor Dimension Temperature (◦C) at 240 s

Single Slot Antenna Computational Model Phantom Experimentation

T1 T2 T3 T4 T1 T2 T3 T4

1.0 cm T
∆T

99.88
74.88

57.20
32.2

39.16
14.16

35.32
10.32

80.89
55.89

71.62
46.62

35.12
10.12

29.72
4.72

1.5 cm T
∆T

115.87
90.87

65.55
40.55

42.45
17.45

36.25
11.25

94.87
69.87

64.46
39.46

35.95
10.95

29.95
4.95

Double Slot Antenna

1.0 cm T
∆T

83.13
58.13

52.91
27.91

39.03
14.03

35.61
10.61

81.93
56.93

66.14
41.14

34.01
9.01

33.73
8.73

1.5 cm T
∆T

95.20
70.2

61.00
36.00

41.36
16.36

36.09
11.09

74.67
49.67

50.93
25.93

37.81
12.81

33.56
8.56

Double “Short Distance” Slot Antenna

1.0 cm T
∆T

97.28
72.28

58.75
33.75

39.78
14.78

35.62
10.62

83.12
58.12

74.38
49.38

38.99
13.99

32.12
7.12

1.5 cm T
∆T

110.58
85.58

65.57
40.57

42.52
17.52

36.33
11.33

85.78
60.78

72.50
47.50

36.35
11.35

33.43
8.43
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, single coaxial slot, double, and double “short distance” coaxial slot antennas were
analyzed. Using the finite element method (FEM), three types of coaxial slot antennas were modeled
to estimate the heat transfer inside tumor tissue surrounded by healthy breast tissue. The antennas
were constructed, and their behavior was experimentally evaluated in sphere-shaped tumor phantoms
surrounded by breast phantoms. Two different sizes of tumor phantom were analyzed, 1.0 and 1.5 cm
in diameter. A microwave radiation system was used to apply microwave energy into the phantom,
and a non-electromagnetic interfering thermometry system was used to measure the temperature
during the experimentation. The coaxial slot antennas were inserted into the phantom and microwave
radiation was applied at 10 W for 240 s. The temperature inside the phantoms was measured by
fiber-optic thermal probes every second.

In the FEM model presented in this paper, we used the biological heat transfer equation,
Equation (6), proposed by Pennes [49], which describes the balance between the heat transfer of
perfused tissues, heat losses from blood flow, metabolic heat from heating, and energy deposition.
The FEM model and phantom experimentation helped us to validate the microwave therapy in
relation to its potential, restrictions, and patient protection prior to implementation in medical practice.
We found some differences between the models and the experimentation; we think that they are caused
by losses in energy of the experimentation system, due to phantom’s water-based composition and
the temperature dependence of the dielectric properties, which causes the temperature to be lower
than in the model. The precision in the position of the thermal probes could also influence the results
in the model; the results were taken at a precise point, whereas, in the experimental setup there may
have been variations in their placement. Finally, the model considers ideal conditions, which were
not possible to reach in the experimental phase. However, it is important to mention that, despite the
temperature differences, the more important is that it was possible to obtain temperatures over 60◦C
after 240 s, which means that tissue ablation was achieved in all cases. According to Ekstrand [50],
ablation therapy is produced above 60 ◦C; between 43 and 60 ◦C, the cell damage is the result of the
denaturation of proteins. Over 60 ◦C, the cell death is considered almost instantaneous. When the
tissue temperature reaches between 90 to 110 ◦C, phase transformation of the intra- and extra-cellular
liquids occurs [18].

From this comparison, it was concluded that, in all cases for the model, ablation temperatures
were reached (over 60 ◦C) and the tumor volumes considered in this study for tumor phantom
spheres of 1.0 and 1.5 cm in diameter, were covered. As occurs in the model, 1 cm tumor phantom
experimentation reached ablation temperatures in all tumor tissue areas. However, 1.5 cm tumor
phantom experimentation thermal ablation covered a radius of 0.55 mm for single slot antenna, 0.31 mm
for double slot antenna and 0.61 mm for double "short-distance" slot antenna. The temperatures
obtained into the tumor phantom edge were 48.67, 43.15 and 57.77 ◦C for the single, double and double
"short-distance" coaxial antenna, respectively. It should be noted that the temperatures at the edges of
the tumor phantoms achieve hyperthermia therapy temperatures. Another consideration to take into
account is that the initial temperatures of the experimentation were at room temperature (25 ◦C), able to
achieve higher temperatures if body temperature (37 ◦C) is considered. The treatment area generated
by the antennas was well-defined which allowed the damaging of less healthy tissue. Due to their small
dimensions, these antennas may be less disruptive to the contour of the breast compared to conventional
treatments, s they represent an excellent alternative to breast cancer treatment. Even though differences
in experimental and modeling results were found in all cases, ablation temperatures were always
reached; this encouraged us to test these antennas in cell cultures and in animal tissues, ex vivo and
in vivo [51].
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